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Profit Guaranteed.

Search Engine Optimisation

Gain from the marketing expertise 

that lowers your lead costs. Gets 

traffic that converts.

Deliver awesome content that 

boosts trust and authority for your 

brand. Attract organic traffic.

Magnetically attract the right 

audience and leads for your 

business growth. Scale.

Max out the value of the traffic 

already on your website. Then 

acquire anew.

Teach your team to get the best 

value from a rapidly evolving 

marketing landscape. Be on top 

of your challenge.

Use social media to get leads and 

engagement that matters. Don't just 

play.

Build premium websites, primed for 

red-hot conversion of prospects. Not 

just another website.

Pay-per-click advertising

Social Media Growth Hacking

Content & Inbound Marketing

Conversion Rate Optimisation

Train your team for results

Websites for Results
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https://www.pigtailpundits.com/solutions/search-engine-optimisation-that-ranks/
https://www.pigtailpundits.com/solutions/content-inbound-marketing-for-leads/
https://www.pigtailpundits.com/solutions/train-your-in-house-team-for-better-roi/
https://www.pigtailpundits.com/solutions/optimize-your-pay-per-click-advertising/
https://www.pigtailpundits.com/solutions/conversion-rate-optimization-increases-leads/
https://www.pigtailpundits.com/solutions/social-media-optimisation-that-works/
https://www.pigtailpundits.com/solutions/premium-website-builds-for-results/


Former Staff Tweet & Trill
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"Pigtail Pundits. I've spent 8 long years working for this 
company."
Need I say more? Wow, Unni and Rajesh! People love you so much. 

Great Karma created. And yes, Pigtail Pundits has our Man Friday, 

Charanji. He can serve you as many cups of tea or coffee with loads 

of free advice and hilarious anecdotes!Pauravi Bhatt
Design Professional



Struggling to be visible?
Seek solace in search engine optimisation.
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SEO is no more a walk 
in the orchard.

Call in the content pundits. 
Sow some abundance.

Keyword blasts using 

software is taboo today.

Pigtail Pundits' specialises in 

content that works for clients in 

India and abroad. 

Awesome, quality content is 

the rule, not the exception.

For years now, we have been 

producing content of remarkable 

quality with surprising ease.

SEO agencies struggle with 

high quality content 

publishing.

We are sensitive to creating content 

that covers all the stages of the 

buyer journey.

Our technical and content services 

are designed with the best practices 

for ranking on major search engines.

No bots. No spam. No toxic 

chemicals. Just quality content that 

drives you traffic and results.

Let’s Talk 35

Get organic leads that beats 
pay-per-click on costs.

https://www.pigtailpundits.com/solutions/search-engine-optimisation-that-ranks/


Neighbors more nimble?
Use pay-per-click profits to outwit them..
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Beat slacking sales in 
one quick swoop.

Invest in pay-per-click. 
It pays you back.

Get the bees and bucks 
in droves.

Bring in ripe, profitable leads 

through search. Short circuit 

slower sales processes.

Understanding the nuances of 

Google Ads and Social Media 

Advertising to produce results 

requires deep thinking.

Bless your target-harried 

sales folks with red hot leads

Google Ads & Bing PPC are complex 

given the number of variables that 

you need to juggle with.

Help your sales folks close 

more business quickly.

Remarketing requires technical 

expertise and a nose for analytics.

There are any number of ways to get PPC 

and Social Advertising wrong. 

There are few ways to get it right. And 

blossom all the way to the bank.

The wisdom lies in recognising where the 

pitfalls are and how to avoid it.

That's where expertise rains in your orchard.

37
Let’s Talk

https://www.pigtailpundits.com/solutions/optimize-your-pay-per-click-advertising/


Sweet Chirrups
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"I have worked with Unni and his team at Pigtail Pundits for 
a long time because, to put it simply, they do such terrific 
work." 
Over the years, Unni has consistently provided outstanding creative, 

strong programming and prompt response to my projects large and 

small.

It has been a delightful and rewarding collaboration which I look 

forward to continuing for a long, long time.

Sandy Tapper

Internet Marketing Consultant and Speaker | 

Search Engine Optimization & Marketing 

(SEO, SEM) | Web Site Design & Revamp



Content with your 
social sprouts? 
Get ambitious.
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Get your social to boom, 
afresh.

7 steps to social leads 
that count.

Social media gets you leads and 

engagement provided you know 

what to do.

Take advantage of multiple 

channels and the opportunities in 

each.

Streaming in social leads requires 

an ambitious mindset.

Create a clear and unique brand 

identity.

For small businesses, with local 

markets, social ads are ideal for 

getting quick wins.

Smart Insurance brokers, beauty 

parlours, marketing experts, auto 

dealers, fitness experts, and more 

are using social to rake in money.

Don't be content with status quo. 

Scale your business with social.

Use creative ways to engage 

customers and prospects

Use influencers to market your 

brand.

Engage with customers and 

prospects who interact with your 

brand quickly.

Amplify your reach using new age 

tools.

Measure the success of your 

strategy. Tweak for better results.
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Let’s Talk

https://www.pigtailpundits.com/solutions/social-media-optimisation-that-works/


Ripe, or green?
Change the color of your 
content marketing.
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Cut out the weeds of 
discontent.

Nurture Inbound 
Marketing that nourishes.

How effective are your social, search, and 

content campaigns? How are they adding 

to your bottom line?

Analyze your site and that of your 

competition.

Is your Social Media giving your results? 

How can you amplify it for better ROI?

Unlock strategic opportunities to 

beat your competition.

What is the spend vs results on your Search 

Engine Optimisation plan?

How good is your Email Marketing? Are 

your open and click rates falling, or going 

up?

Craft a content plan that mimics 

your audience buying journey.

Create and promote your content 

with influencers.

Amplify the reach of your content 

through content distribution and 

syndication

Measure the performance of all 

your content to ensure continued 

success.

313
Let’s Talk

https://www.pigtailpundits.com/solutions/content-inbound-marketing-for-leads/


Sweet Chirrups
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"I have worked with Unni and his firm for many years. I've 
used them to design we+ites for our clients and to design 
mine." 

They give me better service than similar firms in my same city, 

they're more creative, they care more about the project and their 

fees are fair.

I can recommend them without reservation. They are good at what 

they do and they are good people--a rare combination; worth going 

halfway around the globe to find them!

Hamilton Wallace

I am a small business marketing consultant.



Bloom? Or gloom?
Lots of traffic, but poor conversions?
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Turn we"ites into 
pr%ed blooms.

Doubling your conversions is cheaper 

than doubling your traffic. Paid 

advertising is dear. Content marketing 

and SEO take time to flower.

Get insights which will tell you where the 

problems are. Get multiple disciplines 

together to focus on the fixes. 

Put Strategy, UX, Design, Copy, Testing, 

and Optimisation savvy experts to push 

up your conversion rates up.
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'e 8-fold path to better 
conversions.

Clarify your strategic objectives.

Examine navigation and 

architecture issues.

Uncover opportunities to improve 

credibility and trust.

Write to persuade. Do not simply 

tell. Understand the pains, 

problems, needs of your customers.

Identify friction points in the Design 

and UX. 

Investigate page speed and image 

optimization issues.

Gather insights from analytics.

Analyze what you need to fix to 

improve conversions. Test, test, and 

test some more.
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Call Pigtail Pundits to boost your conversions.

Let’s Talk

https://www.pigtailpundits.com/solutions/conversion-rate-optimization-increases-leads/


Planting a we#ite?
Or a juicy grove that attracts customers?
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Your we!ite is your lead 
orchard. Or is it mere tinsel?

Words matter perhaps more than 

design. Architecture needs studied 

reflection.

Keyword research and search engine 

optimisation are critical to results.

Carefully orchestrated content and 

social campaigns help you achieve 

strategic goals.

Improving searchability and 

ranking on keywords is vital for 

organic traffic and leads. 

Lead capture and nurture need to 

be integrated into the ecosystem.

When these parts dance in unision 

the bucks start to bloom.
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Don’t settle for glitter. 
Go for the gold.
Websites need to work hard for results. 

Demand a website that generates sales 

opportunities for your business.

Websites are lead generation machines. 

Invest in the right knowledge and inputs 

that make it so.

Guarantee your ROI. Guarantee your 

business success.

Let’s Talk

https://www.pigtailpundits.com/solutions/premium-website-builds-for-results/


Former Staff Tweet & Trill
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"I have served 2 years of my life at Pigtail Pundits with 
Krishnan Unni & Rajesh J Khanna when I was just starting 
my career as a Copywriter."
And I can honestly say it was the best decision I've ever taken! Pigtail 

Pundits is not just an agency, it's an institution for young, budding 

Copywriters, Art Directors, Programmers or SEO/SMO enthusiasts. I 

owe a lot to this agency and its wonderful people whom I consider a 

family, to help me become what I am today.

Shishir Kudalkar
Digital Strategy Manager



Digital marketing pluck.
Taught by pr& to your in-house team.
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Sunshine for in-house 
marketing teams.

Digital marketing has grown more in 

the last 2 years than it has in the 

previous 20.

Your traditional business is in danger of 

being overtaken by more nimble digital 

businesses.

This dizzying pace of evolution has left 

your marketing team more confused 

than ever before.

You probably use techniques and 

practices that no longer work. Or 

which yield less with each passing day.

Assess where your team is with respect to 

the best practices in digital marketing. 

Bring them up to speed with current best 

practices and its implementation.

Deliver a structured course to your team, 

complete with process templates, and how 

to do things step-by-step.
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How does the digital marketing 
training work for you?

Host the training materials online. Refresh 

the team's learning from time to time. 

Learn without wasting your investment.

Hand-hold your team for 3 months. 

Enables your team to ask questions and 

get answers quickly.

Your team continues to access our 

knowledge base. They enhance 

their learnings for as long as you 

want for a small fee.

This is in-depth, current, actionable material 

that gets you results. Not theory. No, not just 

available, even for the love of money.

In short, we will do everything to ensure that 

you get results from your marketing 

investment. Guaranteed.

Let’s Talk
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https://www.pigtailpundits.com/solutions/train-your-in-house-team-for-better-roi/


Nirvana flows from deep $perience.
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Take 3 thimble "lls for great results.

Partner with a company that's 

global in its work.

Get 200+ man years of web 

experience to work for you.

Benefit from 50+ man years in pure 

communications.
For 22 years, we have been efficiently 

serving clients in Las Vegas, Tampa 

Bay, Phoenix, Austin, San Francisco, 

London, Stockholm, Sydney, Hong 

Kong, Auckland, Dubai, New Delhi, 

Bangalore and Trivandrum. Remote 

servicing of web projects is our 

speciality.

Take advantage of 100+ man-years in 

technology, design and marketing. 

Our multi-disciplinary team is 

experienced in account 

management, marketing 

communications, direct marketing, 

graphic and visual arts, copy, idea 

value-adds and video production.

Harness the expertise that has 

worked with India's most reputed 

FMCG, durable and service brands, in 

professional advertising. In short, this 

means that our integrated digital 

communications approach ensures 

that your online marketing strategy 

translates into results.
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May your garden teem and 
throng with customers.

Harness the expertise from work on 

Corral the experience that solves 

ambitious 

Get a team that packs the strategic, 

creative, tech and marketing 

wisdom in-house.

Get completely dedicated-to-your-

interest strategies that maximizes 

your investments.

700+ Indian and International 

projects.

                      online marketing 

challenges.

Pigtail Pundits has observed, gleaned, 

and converted customer insights into 

well-honed processes that work for 

businesses.

Sample the Case Studies that bespeaks 

the results achieved for businesses just 

like yours.

Read our blogs on digital marketing 

Inform yourself of the flavours of success.

Check out the team that guarantees 

you results in your digital marketing.

We teach digital marketing to 

entrepreneurs, and marketing 

professionals.
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May wisdom rain in your 
orchard. N(t Steps

We train our staff and clients in the best 

practices of online marketing like few do.

We re-invent, practice, and experiment 

with digital marketing, all the time.

https://www.pigtailpundits.com/about-us/clients/
https://www.pigtailpundits.com/case-studies/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/160791424628369/
http://www.pigtailpundits.com/clients/Pigtail-Pundits/solutions/train-your-in-house-team-for-better-roi/
http://www.pigtailpundits.com/clients/Pigtail-Pundits/case-studies/
https://www.pigtailpundits.com/case-studies/
https://www.pigtailpundits.com/blog/
http://www.pigtailpundits.com/clients/Pigtail-Pundits/case-studies/


We'd be delighted to hear from you.
If you're keen to listen in to actionable digital marketing conversations and get answers 

to your pressing online marketing challenges, please join us on our Facebook Group.

Feel free to drop in for a hot cup of coffee and some business chat, at our office. Here 

are our coordinates.

Pigtail Pundits

39 Udyog Bhavan, Sonawala Road,

Goregaon (East), Mumbai 400063.

+91 983 307 1725

nirvana@pigtailpundits.com
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https://www.google.com/maps/place/Pigtail+Pundits+Web+Solutions/@19.1629594,72.8417267,15.08z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x3be7b64d4dbaaaab:0xcc129a08486d68c0!8m2!3d19.1621865!4d72.8513171
tel:+919833071725
mailto:nirvana@pigtailpundits.com

